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Q: How did you come to be a specifically abstract artist? 

A: I came to abstraction through material. I first fell in love with fabric as a device when I was a broke student in Amsterdam in 2009. I 
was starting to assemble canvases of sorts by stitching together material that I scrounged or bought very cheaply from markets and 
from stuff I just had. I came to see that the folds, shapes and textures of the materials could be as evocative as the figurative forms that 
I was painting onto them. At the same time I was discovering a lot European artists whose work I had not known so well like Eva Hesse, 
Lucio Fontana, Isa Genzken and Karla Black amongst others and this was pivotal for me. Pretty quickly I was draping shellacked sheets 
from the trees around the Reitveld Academie! From here on in what I see as the universality of abstraction captivated me, in the sense 
that I think abstract work can translate the personal into the universal and I find that a really powerful thing. We approach any work with 
our own experience and so each person’s interpretation is twisted, messy, beautiful, and different… It's a wild conversation.  

Q: A related question. Why do you think so many of your generation have rediscovered and employed the language of painterly or 
process abstraction? 

A: Well, I think there are many different factors. A major one would have to be the immediacy of the world of imagery that we have now 
available through our laptops, phones and tablets or whatever... There’s a culture for speed and an exciting aspect of process 
abstraction is how so much of it is done on impulse and in the moment. It is an intuitive reaction, a fleeting moment… which gives it a 
romance, for me anyway. We are so overwhelmed with images at the moment, from Instagram, etc. (don't get me wrong, I love it), that 
we seem to have all become sentimental and hyper-nostalgic. As a result, we crave things that are easy to take in… There’s also the 
market of course... I think my generation of artists needs to be careful and remind ourselves to always be genuine with what we make, 
how we make things and why we do it.  

Q: You talk and write about the mnemonic function of the works, of certain materials or shapes evoking memories. Could you tell me 
more? 

 A:   Well… for example… I frequently use crinkled polyester, a fabric that immediately caught my attention because of how it reminded 
me of my mother's Issey Miyake clothing from the early 2000's. My mom had great clothes. The grout I use on a lot of work reminds me 
of tiled bathroom walls, which I associate with childhood bath time with my sister, the stories and games we played there and how 
happy that time was. There were many other times that were not so happy… Also, the clotheslines I use in the work mirror how I create 
the work in my studio. When the works are wet and unfinished I pin them up on a line, just like you see old ladies do in small European 
villages or in old movies of New York City strung across windows in tall buildings where I am from... It's all little moments that these 
materials evoke that get stuck in my memory. Maybe I'm a bit cheesy...  
 
Q: What drives your choice of materials in a more formal sense? 

 A:  I like to use fabrics that seem iconic or implicitly meaningful, denim is an obvious example, the fabric of the "average Joe" in 
America or the suggestive nature of using a bed sheet or worn cottons… The netting and mesh I use for this work reminds me of 
women's tights and skin suits…  
 
Q: What does displaying or hanging the works unconventionally do for your works? 
 
A: I think it allows them to breathe. The works stand between painting and sculpture even when hung on the wall. They have volume 
and texture that invades space and suggests something more physical than a traditionally stretched painting. That’s why I chose 
"Undulate" as the title for the show, because I wanted to highlight how each object seems to oscillate between being fluid and frozen, 
questioning our perspective. 
 
Q: Which other artists’ works have really helped or moved your own practice on? 

 A: I think it's really important to always be looking around you at what is happening, both before you and currently. Even if the work 
doesn't look the same, a lot of the ideas other artists mention really resonate. Some key players in my world, at the moment, as well the 
artists we already talked about, would be Lynda Benglis, Matisse, I just went to his chapel in Vence, that was a moment for me, Jessica 
Stockholder, Nina Beier, Camille Henrot, Ernesto Neto, well, it goes on and on…. Sitting around the studio with my studio-mates and 
chatting over a cup of tea has also proven fruitful... 

Q: Given your interest in fabrics, material, volume and shape have you ever thought of extending your practice into designing clothes 
themselves?  

A: Well… I would definitely be open to a collaboration of some sort. I like how clothes need to be worn on a person to fulfil their function 
and be complete and how a piece of clothing can end up being completely time specific - individually and culturally. I worked for a few 
summers for various fashion houses in NYC while growing up, but I always returned to making art in the end.  


